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Review of a marketing concept that guarantees viewership of the promoted product
or service. 'My Advertising Pays' is unique and answers some critical questions -
does anybody see my advertising?

(Newswire.net -- March 18, 2014) Mt Pleasant, SC -- Review - 'My Advertising Pays'
business model

 

The advertising world is constantly finding ways to get eyes to view their products or services. With the masses
starting to go mobile the consumer has an array of choices to choose from. Marketing directors have to spread their
advertising dollar around to print, tv, radio, and internet. But what works the best?

 

A review of a company called ‘My Advertising Pays’ with analysis of the business model. Solid concept as long as
you understand the big picture. The concept is simple; you buy an advertising pack - I like to compare it to a ‘share’
and advertise a product or service you already have or can find on the internet to grab an affiliate link and make
additional income. The company pays a profit share of all advertising packs.

 

Now the way the system works is you have to view 10 ads per day - anywhere from 10 to 30 seconds. You are
credited advertising points and you get paid for viewing them. They pay every 20 minutes - yes…that’s not a typo.
You typically make a dollar per advertising pack a day you purchased up to sixty days. A better explanation can be
shown in the VIDEO HERE.

 

The beauty of the program is you have actual people (not robots) viewing your product, service, video, brand, or
charity. I personally view my three sites (foxnews, d1baseball.com, and of course newswire) every morning so I just
added it to my daily routine. 

 

They claim no selling, promoting, or sponsoring but let’s gets real - the more packs you purchase the more you make.
The secret to making money in their system is using the compounding interest formula. To use an example; if you
have twenty ad packs you make enough to compound your funds every three days and add a new advertising pack;
so it compounds from there. You can withdraw funds anytime which is their check and balances to a legal program.

 

The company is located in Florida which means a US company - I did like that part of their business plan. Again - as
long as you understand the marketing concept it is a solid program. Make sure you can invision a product or service
you would like to promote.
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